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dōTERRA® hair 

Shampoo & Conditioner Bar Duet

Description

The nourishing, hydrating formulas of this hair care duo 

leverage the powerful benefits of fermented rice water, plus 

refreshing Mint and Rosemary essential oils to help your hair 

feel rejuvenated and healthy. Both bars are safe for color-

treated hair and good for all hair types. Free of sulfates, 

parabens, phthalates, silicones, synthetic fragrances, and 

dyes, the bars are concentrated and sustainably and ethically 

sourced. They’re environmentally friendly, use bio-based and 

recyclable materials rather than plastic, and each bar saves 

almost 400 mL of water.

Uses

+ doTERRA hair® Shampoo Strengthening Bar cleanses the

scalp and strengthens hair.

+ doTERRA hair® Conditioner Strengthening Bar strengthens,

smooths, and moisturizes hair.

Directions 

+ Wet your hair. Rub doTERRA hair Shampoo Strengthening

Bar between wet hands until suds appear. Work into a

lather directly on the scalp or between your hands and

massage all over your head. Rinse thoroughly.

+ After shampooing, rub doTERRA hair Conditioner

Strengthening Bar between wet hands and apply directly

on your hair, focusing on mid-lengths and ends.

Rinse thoroughly.

+ To make your bars last longer, keep dry between uses.

Store at room temperature. Avoid excess heat

Cautions

Avoid contact with eyes. For external use only. If irritation 

occurs, discontinue use.
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Primary Benefits

+ Strengthens all hair types with fermented rice water.

+ Nourishes and improves hair’s appearance.

+ Refreshes with Mint and Rosemary, leaving your hair feeling

rejuvenated and healthy.

+ Safe for colour-treated hair and free of sulfates, parabens,

phthalates, silicones, synthetic fragrances, and dyes.

+ Saves water and space, reduces plastic use, and

travels easily.
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